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Question No : 1
Which of the following statements is most accurate about PRPC portals? (Choose One)
A. PRPC provides standard Case Manager and Case Worker portals, which can be
customized
B. PRPC provides standard portals only for Case Managers
C. PRPC does not provide standard portals for Case Management
D. PRPC provides standard Case Manager and Case Worker portals , which cannot be
customized
Answer: A

Question No : 2
Which of the following cannot be used as a direct source for Repeating Grids? (Choose
One)
A. Page lists
B. Page Groups
C. Report Definition
D. Data Table
Answer: D

Question No : 3
Which of the following statements is least accurate regarding Smart Layouts? (Choose
One)
A. Smart Layouts are useful in aligning the UI fields
B. Smart Layout widths can be changed in the branding wizard
C. Smart Layout widths can be changed in a section rule
D. Smart Layouts can be converted to free form layouts
Answer: C

Question No : 4

Which of the following statements is least accurate regarding sections? (Choose One)
A. A harness requires at least one section
B. A flow action can reference only one section in its layout
C. A layout can be converted into a section
D. When including a section, it must be in the same class as its container
Answer: D

Question No : 5
Where does the label "Create Quick Correspondence" come from? (Choose One)
A. Set on the Assignment shape on the flow
B. Set by the short description of the flow action
C. Set by the usage on the history tab of the flow action
D. Is the name of the flow action rule
Answer: B

Question No : 6
Assuming all other factors equal, which flow action will be available to the most operators?
(Choose One)
A. The flow action with no privileges listed
B. The flow action with 1 privilege listed
C. The flow action with 2 privileges listed
D. All three flow actions will be available to the same number of users.
Answer: A

Question No : 7
The connector rules can be invoked from ________. (Choose Two)

A. Flow
B. Data Transform
C. Activity
D. Flow Action
E. Another Connector rule
Answer: A,C

Question No : 8
What type of property is "Drivers" in the following syntax: .Policy.Drivers(OWNER).Name?
(Choose One)
A. Page
B. Page List
C. Page Group
D. Single Value
Answer: C

Question No : 9
The evaluate all rows feature of a decision table can be used to ________? (Choose One)
A. return multiple values to a declarative expression that calls it
B. return the value of the last row where all conditions are met
C. create a mechanism to calculate the sum of all matching rows
D. set the value of a specific property for all pages in a page list
Answer: C

